
January 16th, 2015

DIALOGUE WITH OUR ANGEL N°36

Learn to look well beyond appearances
&

“Service to Self – Service to Others”

Here we are at the  beginning of this new promising year in numerous new developments.
Sand and I are more and more amazed in front of the immensity revealed by our Higher Self.
Every  day,  like  children  at  school,  our  everyday  life  is  transformed  into  a  school  of
Mysteries ! Every anecdote, may it be commonplace, becomes a teaching, a new opportunity
to learn and participate to open our spirit.

The information passed on by our  Superior  Consciousness  becomes more and more rich,
precise and complete. So that when we perceive it, this one strengthens and intensifies. And
the more this one extends, the more we become capable of working in this new reality. That
brought us to release us from our restrictive  schemas and especially, allowed to reveal the
deceits of the matrix of 3rd density by learning to always look well beyond appearances.

From now on the objective of our current work is to be able to completely rely on our new
reality  which is  the  one leading to  the  4th density,  in  other  words  that  of  the  5th and  6th

dimension of consciousness.

The Ascension towards a superior consciousness consists of an enormous internal work,
on  karma,  multidimensionality,  Knowledge,  beliefs,  behaviour,  emotions etc.  The
physical Ascension will depend only on the outcome of this internal work and will lead
us to a new level  of reality in adequacy with the consciousness acquired during this
progress.

What we are going to share in this new dialogue challenged our understanding. Yet, what the
Angel revealed us is of a merciless logic. Nevertheless, in view of the wealth of information
contained in this dialogue, it was difficult for us to stick to only one storyline because during
the process of writing this text, "the Angel" added new information.
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It  demonstrates  well  that  a  consciousness  of  5th/6th density  does  not  work  like  a  human
consciousness  anymore.  Our  consciousness,  not  obeying  the  linear  functioning  anymore,
gathers all-out information which, when we put down in down on paper, risk sometimes to be
disturbing for our close friends, acquaintances and maybe for some readers.

Obviously,  the Angel revealing us the finely manichean game of the corpus of predation,
warned us that we would be accused by a lot of people under the pretence that "we are still in
the duality, in the spiritual ego and not in the love like it should be". These people can only
reject the revelations altogether, but it doesn’t matter… we cannot deny anymore that for
us, is now on AN OBVIOUS FACT !

We know with unwavering faith and conviction that the way towards the Ascension is opened
to more and more humans. Nevertheless, before this collective Ascension occurs and in last
appeal,  some  extraordinary  and  prodigious  events  are  planned  by  the  consortium  of  the
Shadow. They will be staged to disguise the final plan which consists in preparing humanity
to  live  the  biggest  "false  flag"  since  its  creation.  It  is  only  later  that  the  real  physical
Ascension of humanity will occur.

To be able to rule the next world of 3rd density, the predators of 4th density are going to
implement everything they can to capture the maximum of Souls among those who slowly
begin to emerge from their long sleep. This devilish plan is already on the way. One just has
to read the news to realize it.

Some extraordinary facts begin to be revealed, hidden information is being unveiled little by
little to the general public. But still it is necessary to perceive what takes place beyond
these changes and beyond these numerous revelations ! 

These  extraordinary pieces  of  information suddenly  revealed  to the  public,  are  they
true ? What is the meaning behind all this ? Who does it benefit ? One can wonder what
our dear hyperdimensional predators have in store for in the future …

The  world,  when these  hideous  truths  come to  light,  does  not  stop  stirring,  floundering,
gesturing and protesting. More and more people see themselves being painfully pulled from
their lethargy and get submerged by consternation and dismay by noticing the pathetic state of
their  planet.  They  are  then  outraged  to  discover  within  our  society,  the  uncountable
ramifications of corruption. Whereas they come down in the streets to express their anger or
their  confusion,  they  are  finally  caught  in  the  infernal  circle  of  hatred,  vengeance  and
violence, without realizing that by their behaviour, they are only diving back, at the risk of
sinking, in the devilish cycle of the matrix of 3rd density !

We invite the reader to read Frédéric Ahond's very relevant article on this  matter:   « The
monster is not hidden at the bottom of the lake : It is in each one of us »

https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdo.com/r%C3%A9sonances/les-partages-de-fr%C3%A9d%C3%A9rique-
ahond/le-monstre-n-est-pas-tapi/
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We know full well that by limiting ourselves to wanting to
change appearances,  only appearances will  change !  Is  not
what  happened  during  the  demonstrations  against  the
construction of the Sivens dam ? The dam will probably be
built later and elsewhere !
But all the protagonists of this power struggle : The industrial

cartel, the instigators of the project and the protesters completely ignorant of the manipulation
of the 4th density predators, are in a masterful way taken in the net of these instances with new
collective karmic woes to the key, for the greatest satisfaction of these predators.

Only while observing this kind of situation through a superior consciousness, it is possible to
distinguish how the plan of the "Prince of Machiavelli" deploys in the unconscious of Men
with the aid of their ignorance.

For the predators of 4th density, this kind of exercise - the dam of Sivens or the attack of
Charlie Hebdo - represents only an appetizer, a small repetition to observe the behaviour of
the human being and adjust their plan before the big final trap closes on humanity, who will
be unconscious of what will take place.

However, in the population as in our circle of acquaintances, because they acquire more and
more  lucidity,  some  people  can  perceive  the  demonic  plan  of  predation.  This  plan  is
monstrous because it aims more particularly at the individuals who really began a process of
Awakening.

By browsing numerous pages of spiritual or esoteric sites, we noticed that most of the New
Age authors,  philosophers,  spiritual  guides practically  never express themselves about  the
plan of predation, and even less about its incidence on the human psyche. It seems, more often
than not, that they avoid this subject deliberately.

We thus  asked ourselves  the  question:  Where does  our determination to describe  and
denounce predation with so much zeal come from ?
The current philosophy of the New Age is to cry out that the only Way to liberation is the one
of love, unification, sharing... In theory it is perfectly true ! 

But from what shall we be released from ? And it is here that it is important to discover the
famous trap !

Through our everyday life and our personal experiences, we made “nice” discoveries that we
are simply going to illustrate by a small fiction.
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Let us suppose that an individual who appears as a spiritual guide, philosopher or therapist
expresses himself during a conference by saying : "Let us be brothers, the only Way is the one
of  love,  tolerance,  peace.  Let  us  meditate  together  and  join  hands  in  peace,  enjoyment,
brotherhood and bla bla ". 
Let us imagine that all of a sudden, the Being who expresses himself by preaching these fine
words loses suddenly its capacity of psychic camouflage and its human disguise, coming to
light such as he really is. What would happen then ?

Every  individual  within  this  assembly  would  realize  that  for  quite  a  while,  not  only  his
capacity of discernment was completely blurred, but that the Being who expressed himself
through the body of this individual was a remarkable predator of 4th density.

It is what Sand and I manage to feel and sometimes even to see through one’s energy, when
we meet this kind of person. Stéphane Cardinaux details exactly this phenomenon.
h  ttp://newsoftomorrow.org/arts/geobiologie/ste phane-cardinaux-synthese-geometries-sac rees-tome-1-2004  

We are sometimes bewildered to be able to distinguish so clearly the energy and the physical
aspect of these predatory entities - through the pineal - which others do not perceive at all or
sometimes only under the influence of psychotropics. 

Here is an article and a video on this matter : 
www.mondenouveau.fr/index.php?Option=com_content*task=view*id=222 
www.youtube.com/watch?V=wEYdSL8ANUE

We also made the link with the intrigue of the movie : "Invasion Los Angeles", where the
main actor finds sunglasses which allow to see the world such as it really is, namely governed
by aliens having taken the shape of human beings.

These entities, being invisible to most people, sometimes enjoy defying us when they feel
spotted by substituting themselves to the personality of the individual whom they "possess",
and make him mean, haughty, arrogant, contemptuous, proud... They can act so because they
know that according to the codes of our galactic family of Souls, we are bound by the respect
for  the  agreement  concerning  the  free  will  and  commitment  of  non-intervention  of  the
Planners toward human beings.

Therefore, these entities laugh at us and at this obligation to respect the integrity of Man, who
represents only a source of energetic food for them.
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Nevertheless, every Being of 4th density, predator or planner, is subjected to this Universal
Law which governs the balance of forces of the Universe. Most predators of 4thdensity respect
these agreements,  but a rather important number,  avid to appropriate and control physical
bodies and Souls for the next terrestrial cycle, despises them disparagingly.

By using their psychic capacity of camouflage and by-passing the codes of the Planners of
superior  densities,  they  oversee,  control,  watch  researchers  of  Truth  slightest  gathering,
especially during groupings organized during solstices, equinoxes, collective meditations, etc.

When we sometimes discuss with a group of individuals who " share their spiritual research",
we notice rather regularly somebody who tries to avoid us or who downright leave. If he
cannot do it, he places himself in profile to protect himself from our energetic field. And there
for  us,  he  comes  to  light.  When  this  individual  goes  away  from some meters,  we often
succeed to detect in his aura, the predator of 4th density who occupies him. This is the way we
reveal the kind of predators who hide themselves behind the personality of some individuals.

Image by Stéphane Cardinaux

This is the reason why we put so much zeal to analyse the systems of transdimensional
predation. They influence the psyche, the etherical bodies and often even the physical
body without their host’s knowledge.

In another register, we noticed this phenomenon of denial of predation - which sometimes
takes the shape of the lie by omission - by observing for example, the collectives who discuss
about UFOS or individuals who claim to have physically been contacted by Beings from outer
space.
Have you already noticed that these people, when they testify openly of their experiences in
their  conferences  or  interviews  are  generally  recognized,  respected,  sometimes  even
worshipped  in  New  Age  circles,  while  they  are  often  denigrated  and  even  despised  by
ufologists ? Have you already questioned yourselves on this matter ?

It is enough to notice that most of the testimonies of contacted listed by ufologists very rarely
relate spiritual experiences. On the other hand, New Age contacted always associate a contact
with entities coming from other densities with a spiritual experience. Is not it curious ?

We spent many hours viewing interviews of authors who relate their contacts with the galactic
federation, with Asthar, explaining the metaphysics of the Universe, the functioning of UFOS,
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in  brief  revealing  incredible  quantities  of  details,  information  on  the  Venusians,  the
Pleiadeans, the future of humankind, etc.

Some even benefited from a free touristic journey across the Universe and claim to have
visited other planets or other galactic peoples, etc. They always wander around with impunity,
without being worried by secret services or by scientists of the secret consortium. This while
today, honest people looking for truth, trying to deliver information important for the fate of
humanity are infiltrated, attacked and marginalized, according to the usual procedures of the
secret  consortium or  are  discreetly  and systematically  eliminated  from the  surface  of  the
planet. Isn’t strange ?

We thus  deducted  that  the  individuals  who study or  receive  "channelized"  messages,  are
manipulated so that some way or another, the really important information which could be
passed on to the public, is disguised or simply ruled out.

This information broadcasted by these individuals, has no real interest for the rise of human
consciousness, except inciting to continue dreaming of a better future.

To our knowledge and in the hypothesis that they embarked physically for a space flight,
never  any  of  them  testified  that  aliens  expressed  any  concern  about  their  karma.  It  is
nevertheless essential to have extricated oneself from it to reach vibrations of high resonance.
That could allow the individual to bear the infinitely superior vibratory frequencies of Beings
of 5th and 6th density. But to be welcomed with the density of a physical body, dressed in shirt
and pants in a vessel resulting from etherical densities, that is non-physical, can only be pure
whim.

It quite simply means that these individuals, for the greater part completely honest, have been
invited on vessels of the secret consortium of the type TR3A, or taken by entities of the Grey
type of 4th density in physical vessels, as for example the one on the photo below :

Here is the link which represents a vessel of the type TR3A piloted by Greys :
www.youtube.com/watch?v=suBp3ai-xG8

We thus admitted that these individuals - artists of disinformation - who hold the answers to
all the mysteries of the Universe, the UFOS, the alien populations (who as if by chance are all
friendly),  are  only "agents"  of  the New Age consortium -  completely unconscious  of  the
psychic manipulation of which they are victims.

Sand and I understood that these renowned numerous "channels" or these so-called "guests"
welcomed in flying saucers (in France or abroad), are sincere and honest individuals who
believe to work for the awakening of humanity. They are apparently unaware of the deception
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and manipulation toward a very precise purpose by these Beings of predation coming from
the 4th density.

It is obviously logical that the authors who claim to have been taken in vessels, approach only
very  rarely  the  subject  of  predation,  because  these  humanoids  aliens  seem  generally  so
friendly and benevolent.

We begin only thus to measure the relevance of the revelations of the Angel who in this
dialogue will warn us of a current UNCHANGING UNIVERSAL RULE within the Real
Confederacy of Galactic Planners and Free Worlds. 

He will reveal that BEINGS WHO REALLY SERVE THE OBJECTIVE OF THE RISE
OF A CIVILIZATION, NEVER INTERFERE WITH THE FREE WILL OF THIS ONE
AND ARE NEVER AUTHORIZED TO PRESENT THEIR IDENTITY, NOR THEIR
VESSELS TO HUMAN BEINGS EVOLVING IN 3RD DENSITY.

The message is thus clear and cannot be subject to interpretation.
We know that  the  military coordination of  the  secret  consortium of  the whole  world are
interested in UFOS, aliens and other creatures from outer space and this to a very high level.
A multitude of testimonies of former penitent scientists of the military consortium proves it.

Thus, if in the circles of the contacted, there really was important information to discover,
these "contacted" or "channelers" would not be left in nature free to spread their information.
It is consequently obvious that their revelations have no value in the eyes of secret services
and servicemen of the consortium. And if it has no importance for them, it is that they do not
put in danger the plans of the New World Order. On the contrary, would they not be serving
them ?

Every individual who claims to have gone visit other planets – and this whatever he thinks of
it – has been invited by entities of Grey type on a vessel of steel and bolt. And the information
amassed in his psyche is thus in reality only psychic images inserted in his memory either by
the high technology of the secret consortium, or by the Miminus, the Reptilians, Mantidaes or
other more or less well-intentioned entities.... (According to the Angel).

We can then suspect that these contacts with aliens are only staged by predatory entities of 4 th

density. It is certain as well that almost all the contacted and the "channels" stars of the
New Age, even the honest ones, are fooled and ignorant of the manipulation of which they are
victims. They have no knowledge of the high technology of the consortium. See for example
these articles about the existence of this technology.
http://www.morpheus.fr/spip.php?article266
http://rustyjames.canalblog.com/archives/2013/01/28/26268214.html

Good thing that some people sometimes realize it like Kathryn E. May,
who,  annoyed  and  feeling  deceived,  decides  to  stop  broadcasting  the
messages which are passed on to her.
http://changera.blogspot.fr/2014/10/kathryn-e-may-fait-la-greve-des.html
It is thus important to understand (according to the Angel) that all this
noise set up for the "Big Event" is only a smoke screen intended to
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hide the real alien reality : That of multidimensional predators who again, get ready to
lock the emergent humanity into a new matrix of 3rd density.

Charles Baudelaire in "The Spleen of Paris (Small Poems in prose - 1862)" wrote :
"My  dear  brothers,  never  forget,  when  you  will  hear  the  praise  of  progress  of  the
Enlightenment, that the most beautiful guile of the Devil is to convince you that he does not
exist!"

It implies that almost all the documentation that it is possible to find on the multiple New Age
websites, are only corrupt information, carefully calibrated and adjusted by our gaolers of 4th

density.  These,  willing to  renew their  contract  of  predation with humanity,  use their  own
"channels" and too often gullible agents to spread their false good news.

It  is  enough to  visit  certain  blogs  and surf  on  social  networks  to  notice  that  people  are
completely lost, flooded in a profusion of New Age beliefs, all of them more absurd than the
others, generating endless confusions in the psyche of people. It is even difficult to admit that
these individuals do not realize the nonsense and ineptitudes that they put on circulation on
these networks.

A large part of humanity is called to pass in 4thdensity of existence and another small part of
it, in 5th and 6th density. It is important to remind again and again that predatory races populate
the 4th density and work in our 3rd density by manipulating our human psyches.

What  is  the  stake  in  this  power  struggle  ?  Why  so  much  energy  spread  to  prevent  the
Ascension of humanity ?

Because something terrible, formidable is about to occur for the consortium of the World
Order and the predation which thrones in 4th density. It is the global Ascension of a part of
humanity in 4th density, exactly where throne these transdimensional predators !

And the signs prove it !
The Pope at the head of the unified religions and soon the future presidents for the New World
Order (N.W.O), do not they get ready for the dress rehearsal of a big Event ?
And what is this event ?

They will have the honour to welcome the "reptilian" staff, under the shape of Asthar or his
“fellow man” and the whole staff of so-called galactic rescuers. It will be at this moment that
the biggest false flag of all times will be revealed to Man.

And to legitimize their allegiance and according to the new Tables of the Law of the Georgia
Guidestone, the human delegation of the N.W.O. will have the task to turn the 500 000 000
fallen  Souls  of  the  New  Humanity  in
(represented essentially by those of the New
Age),  with the hope to  reign over  the new
human cycle of 3rd density, at the side of the
predatory great lords.
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Let us return briefly to the Ascension. By observing all this noise around the Ascension of
humanity, it is necessary to realize that something is going on. It is thus logical to believe that
if the subject of the Ascension is so popular, it is that this event is the most important matter
that the elite of the New World Order tries at all costs to prevent. Why would they make so
many efforts to prevent the process of Ascension if this one did not thwart the plans of the
predators of 4th density ?
What seems to give evidence of it, is that the major part of the New Age movement is formed
of a therapists' armada of all kinds, gurus-programmers who model the ground and prepare
the public to attend the final bouquet : "The landing in the middle of the islands of lights" of
vessels of the secret consortium under the false banner of a so-called galactic federation.

These "channelers", gurus, spiritual guides, as the example which we have just described, are
the ones who provide with beliefs these New Age groups, spreading dogma and false truths,
on which depends the conclusion of the right of use on the future humanity.

"They are the ones who in our world, organize New Age circles, New Age seminaries, New
Age workshops, New Age methods or techniques of Ascension, by trying to reach occult or
allegedly spiritual goals" (Laura Knight).

Appearances are sometimes misleading, not to say most of the time tremendously misleading.

"Only the one who looks through the eyes of the Soul is capable of seeing !"

We keep on repeating it  ...  The Machiavellian plan of control  of  the world by predatory
entities of 4th density progresses like a cancer, hypocritically, insidiously, dully, but surely
behind this smoke screen !

Here  are  for  example  three  articles  which  are  part  of  this  perfect  over-mediatized  and
masterfully organized subterfuge of the predation of 4th density :

http://changera.blogspot.ca/2014/12/fulford-des-tetes-de-la-cabale-tombent.html
http://changera.blogspot.fr/2014/12/fulford-la-cabale-proche-de-la.html?   spref=fb  
http://stopmensonges.com/les-7-bombes-qui-feront-tomber-la-cabale-et-leur-nouvel-ordre-mondial-satanique/

If the human actors of this cabal are falling one after the other, it’s because somebody cut the
threads of these puppets ! Then let’s dare ask us the question : Who is holding the scissors ?
What surprising outcome do we have to expect when this smoke screen will be dissipated ?
What does it hide beyond this gigantic trickery ? Are the predators of 4th density in a way or
another waiting for us ?

Even if appearances tend to prove the opposite, the bait is put. As these plans will unveil
themselves  to  humanity  in  all  its  magnificence,  it  will  be definitively  too late.  The trap
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tightened by the predation of 4th density will close on humans for a new cycle in the
matrix ! Nevertheless, it will not be for lack of having been warned …

"The frenzies on the theme of the return of the "benefactors of humanity" are only a vast
swindle into which numerous desperate people will doubtlessly throw themselves in. That’s

the objective ! It’s the great classic which works marvellously and which the false gods
Annunakis or the "angels" of Yahve have used in the past."  Anton Parks

http://www.antonparks.com/main.php?page=inter_grandsmysteres 

It is imperative to keep looking for real information and develop our discernment not to offer
our energy to the utopia, to the lies or to the disinformation anymore.

As underlines it Anther Michaël in its last article of December 21st, 2014 :

"The world of 3rd density is going to become a battlefield of the Forces of the Shadow, who
are going to fight with the last energy for their survival, before their total extinction. This
battle of the Forces of the Shadow against the Light is happening first and foremost inside

each of us, before being projected in the form of hologram in the outside world".
http://consciencequantique.com/2014/12/22/le-grand-changement-de-conscience-le-saut-dans-monde-quantique-

2/
We  add  that  it  is  essential  to  carry  out  our  "work"  of  karmic  liberation up  to  the
transdimensional plans, not to project our "past" in the new world that we are creating.
And that’s the problem, many are those who think that the past is past and that there is no
reason to dwell on it. They did not simply realize that this past holds their own karma, which
when it is rejected, hinders the progress of the Soul in their life of today. 

Sand and I have been living in this beautiful region of the Aude for more than three years (8
years for Jenaël). Rich in vestiges which crossed the ages, this region carries even today the
aftereffects of the multidimensional history of the human being.

Throughout our dialogues, we many times mentioned that we have access to akashic records
of this region through our own memories. We have been able to recognize the high valley of
the Aude as being one of the cradles of the European homo-sapiens humanity. This one was
designed mainly by the Dracos predators, Gina’Abul, Anunnaki and others, who are today in
4th density. And it is the same humanity who, among others, was given the genetics "Kiristos"
by the Kadistu priestesses.

Curiously  since  the  2000s,  the  same  valley  concentrates  the  most  important  New  Age
population listed in France. This community consists of people arriving from all Europe. Even
if most of these people understood that their emigration in the Pyrenees was no coincidence,
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that they returned to the places of previous incarnations, only a few realized the real reason of
their presence here, near these mountains.

This  is  so  that  among  them,  many  are  entangled  in  administrative  conflicts  with  the
neighbourhood, with close friends ... Many are also subject to depression, anxiety, made a
stay in psychiatry, others even committed suicide or died following serious illnesses ... 
There is no coincidence !

When some individuals are violently put back in touch with their karmic memories, it can
sometimes be very painful to take in and to assume. And obviously, as long as the karmic
past which binds them to the region is swept under the carpet, there is no possible cure.

Today, the transdimensional predators, from their 4th density, delight in the lack of love and
confusion which rages on in the community of these "brothers and sisters" deceived by the
fancies of the false light. These people are simply manipulated and flattered by their own
illusion. By "conjugating desperately their efforts with drum beats or with talking sticks", they
keep pursuing the utopian idea of a better  world strewed with islands of light,  instead of
taking awareness of their behaviour to be able to save their Soul.

This community always refuses to admit that the New Earth - "the celestial  kingdom" as
Yeshua said -, is not from this "World". 
They do not believe in the imminent possibility of the extinction - in a form or another - of the
current humanity like it already occurred repeatedly in past ages. It is even possible to find
objective evidences  in  our  valleys  of  Aude because there are  still  vestiges  and "vibrating
artefacts" of former human and humanoids civilizations, under the layers of forest humus.

We insert below the link of a video which we realized on the artefacts of the region.
https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdo.com/nos-films/les-origines-multidimensionnelles-de-l-humain/
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Because of its erroneous beliefs and its ignorance, this New Age population attracted by this
transdimensional vibration, remains inexorably held in the "matrix" of the region. It is still
used as a pantry for the predators of 4th density. Once again, there is no coincidence ...

The New Earth will be born in the superior dimensions of consciousness and of density.
The New Age community will  have access to  it  only when all  the karmic games of  this
collective group will  be revealed and resolved and especially when the so-called spiritual
guides will be unmasked and ousted! Unfortunately, among this community, only a few are
already capable of understanding the stakes in the dimensional change. 

Now let us begin gradually to reach the topic of the "Service to Self" and the "Service to
Others".
The "Service to Self" and the "Service to Others" represent two modes of behaviour
which are diametrically opposed to one another,  defining the stage of Evolution of a
galactic people or an individual belonging to this population.

It implies that within the same galactic or terrestrial people, there are individuals with a more
or less strong orientation for either the "Service to Self", or the "Service to Others". This is the
case for example among the human population.

It also means that when a population, a group of person or even an individual succeeds in
moving towards a behaviour mainly in the "Service to Others", they will then be prepared to
achieve the process of Ascension in the physical worlds of superior consciousness.

Before wanting to understand how the "Service to Self" and the "Service to Others" expresses
itself in our humanity, we are going to evoke first of all on the multidimensional plan to
define it and then examine its consequences within the human society.

To illustrate how Beings coming from a superior density can materialize in our everyday life
during a short lapse of time (seemingly) and meet us incognito, we propose you again two
stories  from the  personal  experience  of  Jenaël.  Maybe  some  among  you  will  realize  in
comparing our experiences with theirs, that they have already lived similar situations.

The 1st history takes place in summer 2007. (Original names were replaced by fictional ones.)
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The ironing pad

"With  Elise,  my partner  of  the  time,  I  used  to  go  shopping in  the
supermarket  of  the  neighbourhood.  One  day,  two  girls  were
panhandling at the entrance. The oldest seemed be 16 years old at most
and the youngest, 10. We were going to cross the door of the store
when the oldest reached out to us :

 - "Excuse me, do you go shopping ? " she asked us with a foreign accent.
 - "Yes of course miss "I answered her expecting her to ask for a coin.
She continued :
- "Would you be kind enough to buy me a package of washing powder ?"
 Surprised by this curious request, I answered :
- "Yes of course we can do it. What kind of washing do you wish for ?"
- "I would like the washing powder from the brand Etole. It is natural and antiallergenic.
I can only use this one because my husband is allergic to the other washing brands."
"She seems very young to be married !"I thought.
- "No problem, we are going to find you that" I answered.
- "Do you know the brand Etole ?" I asked Elise.
She neither had never heard about this brand. Once in the washing sector, we looked at all the
display and we couldn’t find this brand. We even inquired with the receptionist of the store,
without success.

As we got out of the supermarket, the two beggars came to meet us with a wide smile.
- "Sorry, we didn’t find the brand of washing Etole, it does not exist in this store" I said to
both girls.
- "I suspected it, it doesn't matter" retorted the oldest, always with the same smile.
My goodness, she suspected it ! She makes us run in all the store and she tells us that it
doesn’t matter ! She is cheeky that one !" I said to myself.
Elise struck up the conversation with these two curious people who undoubtedly, remained
very smiling for beggars.
-  "We regularly come shopping at  this  store.  We nevertheless never  crossed you before !
Where are you from ?" She asked them.

- "We have been living in the district for a few months already, but life is very hard because
we have no money. My husband had a working accident and will stay in a wheelchair for a
few months. Thus, he cannot work anymore" she answered with a very pronounced accent
from an East- European country.
- "Do you not perceive any compensation to live ?" I questioned her.
- "Unfortunately, no. We are Bosnian refugees. We have no money and my husband’s boss has
badly made papers for work" she answered then, with approximate French.
I was going to ask them for their name, when the smallest opened the mouth to outstrip me :
- "My name is Luna and I am 11 years old and my older sister is called Stella, she is 19 years
old. (It’s their real name). We live together and we must help uncle to get down the stairs.
- "Oh really ? Why do you say that ?" I questioned Luna. But Stella spoke to answer us.
- "We live in the third floor of a small building without elevator, the exits of my husband
depend  on  the  goodwill  of  our  neighbours  to  help  him  go  down  the  stairs".
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"They seem to have embarked themselves on one bad adventure !" I thought as I felt my eyes
moister  and  my  throat  tighten.  I  had  abruptly  an  idea  which  I  submitted  to  Stella.
- "Do you need an ironing pad ?" I asked her. "I don’t use mine anymore, I can bring it to you
the next time we shall see each other again."
-  "It’s  a  good  idea  !"  She  answered,  expressing  her  enjoyment  by  smiling  even  more.
"I will be able to iron the pants of my husband again !" She added.
- "We have to return here tomorrow at the end of morning, if you are in front of the store, I
shall bring it to you !" I answered quite happy to be able to be of service to these two girls
who on the whole, were very kind and smiling despite the sufferings they had to endure.
We left by exchanging two kisses and by letting us go to big brotherly embraces.
- "Goodbye and see you tomorrow !" I said while we were heading to our car.

The next day Elise and I were on time at the meeting, but Luna and Stella were not here. We
waited for almost three quarters of an hour, but nobody showed up. We returned the next days,
but they were still nowhere to be seen.

By asking the reception  of  the store,  we were told that  nobody noticed them. Moreover,
begging  being  forbidden  at  the  entrance  of  the  store,  they  would  necessarily  have  been
spotted. This information which had just been passed on to us left us with a curious feeling,
we even had shivers. Questioned by these surprising circumstances, for several days in a row
we had browsed the supermarkets of the district, without ever finding any tracks of Luna and
Stella.

Two months later, during the first time I ever attended a session of channelling, the woman
channelled Beings coming from other densities. At the end of the session, she turned to me
and told me this :
- "I have to deliver you a message sir ! I absolutely don’t understand the sense, but I must
repeat you a sentence. Maybe it will have a meaning for you ? Here it is :

We thank you very much for your generosity, but where we are today, we do not need an
ironing pad !"

"Boots in the snow"

This other history happened in the middle of winter. Elise, her daughter
Laura and I had agreed to go to the Saint-Michel chapel, near Saint Jean
Saverne's in the northern part of the Vosges. This site of a height of a
little  more  than  400 meters  is  accessible  from a  forest  road  made of
stones and logs, which winds through the forest. It had snowed several
days in a row and a crust of ice had formed atop the sixty centimetres of

powdery snow which recovered the forest. Thus, the access to the chapel was very precarious
and testing.  Good thing  we three  were  all  well  equipped to climb the 500 meters  which
brought us to the summit.

Once arrived, there was not living soul. Obviously, with the quantity of snow on the ground
and the ice-cold blizzard which blew there, the walkers of Sunday were not out. Thus, we
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didn’t continue and quickly turned back by the same staircase which had led us there. We had
hardly left the site, that far off in the blizzard and the snow stood out a black silhouette. We
three were all surprised by this strange vision. About fifty meters below, an apparently very
old lady, dressed in very dark clothes, was planted in the snow in the middle of pine trees.

"I must be dreaming ! She is completely unconscious this grandma !" I thought, while we
were moving closer to the silhouette. 

An apparently old lady was stuck there, snow up to her knees, a few meters away from the
staircase. She was dressed in a long coat and a matching hat. A small silk scarf surrounded her
neck but curious details, she carried a pair of sunglasses of a very modern and coloured style
and city bootees with heel.

- "My goodness, I did not expect to see somebody here today !" I told her as I was reaching
her height. "But how did you arrive this far ? You are not dressed to go hiking in the mountain
!". Aren't you cold, so little covered ? And how do you manage to walk in this snow with your
small bootees with heels ?"
- "Oh, I am used to hikes in the mountains ! Do not worry for me" she answered me.
- "Do you want me to lend you a stick to come down by the staircase ?" I asked her then. 
-  "No,  no,  I  will  be fine like  that.  I  shall  walk  slowly to  come down" retorted the lady
immediately.

Something in me, told me :  "There is something fishy … Something is not logical in this
situation." However, I was incapable to see it.

- "If you prefer, I can propose you my arm ? We are also going to come down again slowly" I
proposed  her  once  again,  by  noticing  her  small  hesitating  steps.
- "Ah like that I am willing !" She answered whereas I began to perceive her small game. She
hung on to me to my left hand without being prayed.
-  "When even,  don’t  you find  that  getting  down slowly  and accompanied  is  much more
reassuring for you in this snow ?" I retorted her.

We were here, all three fastened to in the others, going carefully down the
slippery steps of this forest path. Elise hung on my right hand, worried
about her young daughter who was venturing away alone in the snow,
shouting at her to make her come back with us.
-  "You know at  8  years  old,  children  are  already autonomous.  If  you
really trust her, nothing will happen to her" said the small grandma to my
partner in a reassuring albeit almost authoritarian tone.

"Goodness ! It’s the same words that I repeat to Elise when her daughter goes sometimes a
little too far away from her ", I thought.
I had just located the footprints that Elise, Laura and I had left one hour previously, when the
grandma called out to me to tell me her short story.
- "I have the impression that you doubt me ! I am used to walking in the snow and at 88 years
old I still go hiking in the mountain. Alone, nothing never happened to me. The only accident
which I had to regret in my walker's life arose one year ago, by walking with a group of
hikers. I broke my ankle at the level of the external malleolus. Moreover, I must remove my
plates in titanium tomorrow morning."
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Again, I had the clear impression that something was wrong with her story. By observing her
from  the  corner  of  the  eye,  I  realized  that  the  face  hidden  behind  those  ultra-modern
sunglasses, let appear no wrinkles. She looked very young for her age. However, because she
had just told it me, I noticed that she limped slightly, which diverted my suspicions towards
her.

- "In which hospital will you go to have your plates removed ?" I asked her then, more and
more curious about the mystery which surrounded her.
-  "I  have to go at  the hospital  of Strasbourg in the operating block n°2 of the service of
orthopaedics tomorrow."
- "Goodness ! I was an instrumentalist in operating blocks for 20 years and I worked in this
block for more than 5 years !" I exclaimed.
She continued without flinching :
- "They operated me with the equipment AA, which is of very good quality !
- "How do you know the brand of the material which they implanted you ?" I asked her, taken
aback by all this information she had and curious to know a little more about her.
-  "The surgeon clearly explained it  to  me" she retorted me,  proud to remember all  these
details." You know him maybe ; his name is Pierre Vincent ?" She continued.
- "Obviously, I worked a long time with him. We operated fractures of the nose together" I
answered to her.

We soon arrived at the road which followed the cemetery of the village. I tried discreetly to
see again her face, but it was well hidden under her hat in fur, her scarf and her sunglasses of
a psychedelic red which changed colour with the light.

- "Do you want us to take you back at your home ? Moreover, where do you live ?" I asked
her.
- "The first house in front of the cemetery but I don’t want you to take me back, I shall return
alone. You made enough for today" she answered me of a resolute tone.

Elise, Laura and I thus greeted this charming grandma, then we walked towards our parked
car about twenty meters up to the cemetery. The time to undress us of our parkas, to board the
car and to turn back, two other vehicles had exceeded us carefully. We were thus in the third
position in the line. By arriving at the level of the wall of the cemetery, I saw far off "our
grandma" who walked not in the direction of her home as she had assured it, but went again
alone in the snow, towards the village.
- "What a scamp ! I knew that there was something fishy ! She’s been pulling our leg !" I
exclaimed to Elise.

One after the other, the two cars which preceded us, had just doubled her. When we were
going to reach her height, she made us a small sign of the hand without even turning around !
- "How was she able to guess that it was our car which was going to pass at this moment ?
She has eyes behind the head or what ?!!" I exclaimed to my two passengers.
While she walked very slowly along the cemetery, I tried to spot her in my rear-view mirror.
But much to my surprise, she did not appear in it !
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Dumbfounded, I forgot the ice and stopped the car to turn around and verify personally. We
three were all completely bewildered, startled ! She had disappeared, volatilized, unless she
was able to jump the two meters wall of the cemetery !????

The cemetery wall

At this moment, I was seized by enormous shivers. I understood that we have just lived a
strange and enigmatic situation, and that this grandma had nothing human. 
The veil had just fallen, and I had just come to my senses.

Very quickly I  spotted the anomalies in  the story of our  meeting and perceived the total
incoherence of her words, which my completely blurred spirit could not see when she was
hung on my arm.

- She was planted in the spotless snow. No footprint was visible around her, as if it had been
put down by helicopter. In the chapel and by getting down the path, only our footprints, worth
knowing those of Elise, Laura and mine were visible in the snow.
- Every time I noticed the strangeness of the situation, she diverted me from my reflections by
changing conversation.
- How did she know Laura's exact age who appeared much older than her 8 years ?
- Why did she natter me with her stories of operation of the ankle and the plates ?
- Pierre Vincent was a surgeon with who I worked, he practiced in maxillofacial but certainly
not in orthopaedics !
- The brand AA made only chromed-steel material and not titanium.
- Furthermore, she claimed to have been operated with a plate in titanium, which would be
logical considering her age. This kind of inert plate once implanted, stays definitively on the
fracture to avoid the ablation. Thus, this material is specially designed not to be removed
anymore in order to avoid the second operation and the new anaesthesia for the elderly. Thus,
she had no reason for being re-operated !
-  And logically,  if  she  was  operated  the  next  day  in  orthopaedics,  she  should  have  been
admitted the day before to respect the fast before the operation !

"How could she be so informed and juggle with the contradictions well enough to make me go
nuts ? It was maybe simply the purpose !" I said to myself.
My spirit had been disconnected repeatedly from reality and logic.
Elise and Laura, despite the fact that they witnessed just like me this adventure, were not
conscious of the incoherence of the situation. But what had really happened at this moment ?
"They" are thus capable of it  everywhere,  at  any time, without anybody noticing.  I  made
myself the reflection ...
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I had certainly just lived a kind of psychic abduction or was propelled in a parallel reality and
that, under the nose of my relatives. My spirit had really been blurred by a continuation of
thoughts and psychic images that this grandma had sent us, and which completely annulled
any capacity of logical reasoning.

By rewriting my history to adapt it to the present dialogue, I realized that contrary to other
people or other authors who had "physical" contacts with Beings from outer space,  never
during my meetings with them, they delivered me a teaching at the time of the contact. They
rather blurred my reason to cross my road incognito.

I then questioned the Angel about my mysterious experiences :
Can you give  me more  information  concerning  these  meetings  ?  Who were  they  in
reality ?

Things are not always what we think of them ! As I often tell it to you, it is very easy to
deceive an individual of a consciousness of 3rd density. In your personal stories, the characters
you met were not completely human as you would believe it. In reality, they were only copies,
worth  knowing  temporary  biological  entities  invested  with  an  intelligence  of  5th and  6th

density in "Service to Others".

These three Beings who lived temporarily in these duplicates of human bodies, are guides of
your family of Souls who you already know on other temporal lines. For a short moment, they
densified their etherical body to be able to meet you. But at this moment, they didn’t have the
right to pass anything on to you, or to reveal who they were. You will understand why in a
few moments.

One of them - the grandmother - was your childhood friend who after her death stayed some
time in the astral of 5th density, then joined the corpus "Service to Others" in 5/6th density. Did
you not recognize her glasses ?

During her phases of comas in palliative care, she had all the time to realize multiple exits
outside  her  body and to  observe  you while  you worked in  the  operating  block.  She  had
consequently all the practical information to play her small trick on you !

(After the Angel delivered me this information, I literally collapsed in tears because, I had
forgotten that this friend sometimes wore this kind of glasses when she was young.)

* * *
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In the dialogue n°34, the Angel spoke to us of Beings coming from 5th and 6th density who can
create Worlds, whereas others belonging to the predatory lineage of 4th density are incapable
of it. Some among them are even rather inclined to destroy them.
The Source thus "engendered" Beings capable of creating Universes, "the Planners of life"
and others capable of destroying them, "the Predators".

Since we planned to develop the subject of the predatory peoples and the planners of 4 th

density, some readers of our site directed us to new tracks of investigations. We were able to
recut our information with those of other "investigators" in the service of the Great Mystery of
Creation.
It is thus necessary to question us and to dare seriously explore the real nature of these entities
posted in the superior densities !

By convention for the continuation of our papers, we shall use the following abbreviations :

STS : Service of Self - for the predatory lineages
STO : Service to Others - for the redeeming lineages or the planners
By using abbreviations "STS" and "STO", the readers can certainly understand more easily
and bring together our dialogues and Laura Knight's work  (not to confuse with Judy Zebra
Knight who channels Ramtha, an entity who would have appeared in her kitchen).

This  author,  through  the  quality  of  her  researches  and  her  Cassiopeans  transmissions,
distances herself very clearly from the trend "hypnotic New Age’s slumber", especially as she
is supported by her husband Arkadiusz Jadczyck, mathematician in quantum physics.

We recognize in this author a real researcher of the truth of the lineage "STO" and we take
this occasion to commend her work and her impressive commitment. 
While  showing  discernment,  we  invite  the  readers  in  real  quest  of  Knowledge  to  dive
without moderation in her books to be able to recut it with the researches of other authors.
Below a link of M. Richard's edifying article on her :
www.futurquantique.org/2008/09/14/revue-de-livre-ces-mondes-qui-nous-gouvernent-la-realitehyperdimension-
nelle-les-densites-et-le-processus-des-enlevements-extraterrestres/

Up to now, we have like Laura Knight,  always spoken about  two galactic  groups in  our
dialogues, who, one way or another, influence our humanity. We named them the redeeming
lineages or the planners, very different from the predatory lineages. 
These are designated by Laura Knight's work by the lineages of Souls in the "Service to Self-
STS" and to the "Service to Others – STO".
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Anton Parks describes them as being the two main human lineages who were reshaped by
either the Kingu, or the Kadistu. It seems useful to insist on the fact that these two lineages
exist within our current humanity, but their genetics is hidden in the human genome since its
genesis. Consequently, there still are two lineages of homo – sapiens today.

The first one, elaborated by the Kingu, represents Adam (homo - sapiens) who possess, even
nowadays, the most important genetic capital of orientation in "Service to Self - STS" in their
DNA. 
From time immemorial, this descent is administered since the 4th density, where throne the
"Gods An (Yahve / Jehovah) and Enlil flanked by their henchmen Anunnaki".
They govern our World of 3rd density through the "occult corpus" which heads the various
groups of puppets of the Illuminati cabal. (The "occult corpus" is the famous hand which
handles the scissors !)

- The other human lineage reshaped by the Kadistu, to whom was implanted the "Kiristos"
produced the Kiristi or the ardent sons / daughters of life. This lineage corresponds today to
the individuals with the highest potential in “Service to Others, STO”.

This second line now corresponds to the descendants of the Enki line (which is a 7 th density
creator). Having reactivated their DNA, the descendants of Enki work in collaboration with
the 5th and 6th density Planners within humanity for its redemption.
They represent the "indomitable fugitives of the Matrix" singled out as the ugly duckling by
those who have not yet realized that they are still comfortably asleep. 

Here’s a link to an article by J.-G. Vésone, magnificently illustrating the reality of these two
lineages : "How to find one's "mission" and get out of amnesia ?"
https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdo.com/r%C3%A9sonances/les-mails-de-j-g-v%C3%A9sone/commen-
tretrouver-sa-mission-et/

Since the genesis of these two lineages and with a few exceptions (like the royal lines of blue
blood of the Illuminati) the genetic capital of these two lineages has intimately mixed with
the  thread  of  reincarnations.  As  a  result,  in  this  "end  of  times",  even  the  "Adams"
descendants of the Kingu "STS" lineage have almost  the same potential  as the "STO" to
realize  their  Awakening  and  choose  the  path  of  the  Ascension  to  a  higher  plane  of
consciousness.

Linked here,  Frédérique  Ahond's  article  :  "Why I  don’t  celebrate  the  New
Year"
https://bienvenussurlanouvelleterre.jimdo.com/r%C3%A9sonances/les-partages-de-fr
%C3%A9d%C3%A9rique-ahond/pourquoi-je-ne-f%C3%AAte-pas-le-nouvel-an/

Before pursuing the questions to the Angel, we are going to specify this :

It is essential for the reader to understand that the way of evolution to the 4th density
includes exactly these two axes : "STS" or "STO" but the progress towards the 5 th and
6th density is only directed towards the "Service to Others – STO".
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"STS" or "STO" defines the way of evolution that each of us - as a spirit embodied in a
human body - must choose so that our Soul can experience it in its cycle of evolution to come.
Because the Soul is  the electromagnetic entity which builds the programs of embodiment
through the experiences of our lives past, present and future, according to the choices of the
individual.

It is therefore a question of understanding the issue of this transition and the many pitfalls that
still present themselves to us in the last jolts of our current 3rd density matrix, in order to be
able to choose one of the two paths : 

"Service of Self - STS" or "Service of Others - STO".

Note that these two paths "STS" and "STO", represent the two opposite polarities that we will
locate for example on a scale of 0 to 100 at both extremes. Between these two extremes all
possibilities for the soul's journey are defined according to the choice of the individual and his
capacity to assimilate the life lessons that his Higher Self proposes him.

Humanity is globally situated on this scale very close to the centre and to the balance (around
48 - 49 %), but because of the not-yet-resolved transdimensional karmic process, it is still
under the influence of the programs of "Service to Self- STS".

There are among this slice (from 0 to 49) individuals and "STS" entities (the Kingu lineage)
who work tirelessly so that humanity doesn’t reach beyond the 50 % and stay imprisoned in
the "Service to Self- STS". Whereas other individuals and entities in the "Service to Others -
STO" (the Kadistu lineage situated in the slice of 50 to 100) accompany individuals who in
their heart turn towards the "Service to Others - STO".

Question to the Angel :

Why do most people who claim to have been physically approached by beings from
other densities have been lucky enough to be "aware of what was happening during
their contact, whereas for me (Jenaël) they have used their psychic ability to blur my
reason ?

There is indeed a very important reason for this. It is necessary to remain vigilant as soon as
an individual speaks of physical contact with beings or other entities from other worlds. 
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Unlike the beings of the "Self to Self - STS" who don’t care about universal laws, beings in
the "Service to Others - STO", when they contact for some reason an individual located
in 3rd density NEVER INTERFERE WITH THE FREE WILL OF THE CONTACTED. 
THIS IS AN IMMUABLE RULE INVOLVING ALL "STO" ENTITIES FROM THE
FREE WORLDS.

Beings in the "Service to Self - STS" contact people in a way these can be persuaded to
have been chosen as spiritual teacher or "galactic messenger".

Furthermore, if entities appear to an individual in the form of Beings of Light, it is because he
is  "connected  Beings  of  Light".  If  Jesus  or  the  Virgin  Mary  makes  their  appearance  in
somebody’s living room, it is because this person believes in the myth "Jesus-Mary-Joseph".
By using archetypal delusions, these entities in the "Service to Self- STS" give themselves all
the freedom to bias the galactic laws which stipulate the non-intervention in human evolution.

Sometimes, in order to make it more realistic, some contacted "STS" have sometimes even
the  privilege  to  chat  around  a  coffee  with  entities  who  reveal  them  their  name.
In this kind of case, the entities in the "Service to Self- STS" completely exceeded the law of
non-intervention in the free will of the individual.

The entities in the "Service to Self - STS" that is the predators of 4th density, don’t have the
right to contact a human being in the "Service to Others - STO" of 3rd density. On the other
hand, they are completely authorized to contact human beings in the "Service to Self-STS" -
like the predators of the government or the New Age gurus-teachers – As they belong to the
same lineage, they do not break the cosmic laws. They respect the contracts of Soul which
bind them with their human descendants of the lineage "STS".

(During the correction of this dialogue, we have again had access to new information which
explain how the entities "STS" and "STO" evolve in the matter and antimatter determining the
present - past – future.
With his explanations, the Angel demonstrated us in an irrefutable way that any physical
contact with a vessel of matter results systematically from a contact "STS". Not to weigh down
this dialogue, we shall talk about it again soon.)

Question to the Angel :

Why the entities in the "Service to Self- STS" don’t respect the galactic laws of non-
intervention in the evolution of the species ? How can they evolve on other plans of
consciousness ?
Remember that the plans of existences of 4th density include both sorts of consciousnesses :
Predatory  and  redeeming.  That  is  the  predatory  lineage  "STS"  and  the  planner  "STO",
altogether mix and tolerate each other. However, wars also take place in their 4 th density.

The entities in the "Service to Self- STS" being cut by from reliance with the universal Higher
Self, aren’t conscious of the role of superior densities (just like most of humans). Due to their
predatory function, they cannot pass directly in the "Service to Others - STO" of 5 th or 6th
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density.  (Anton Parks also specifies it  by asserting that the predators Dracos,  Gina'Abul,
Greys are limited to the 4th density of existence).

These  entities  have  a  knowledge  limited  to  the  worlds  of  4th density.  Because  of  their
predatory functioning on the lower densities (1st, 2nd and 3rd density) and those of the astral,
they can only imagine sitting at the top of Evolution. Nevertheless, some among them realized
that certain galactic peoples have an emotional as well as a capacity to create their World. And
just  like  many  human  beings,  they  perceived  the  imminence  of  the  end  of  cycle  and  a
possibility of redemption for their own evolution.

Therefore, their Higher Self "STS" willing to begin a new cycle of evolution to experience
creation, causes just like with humans, a spark of Awakening of consciousness. In order to
pass  in  orientation  "STO",  these  Beings  of  predatory  origin  have  a  single  possible
route : That to pass by a human cycle of 3rd density.

From the moment the Higher Self of a predatory entity "STS" (reptilian, Dracos or other)
longs to pass in the "Service to Others - STO" to become a Creator, its Soul has to cross at
first a complete cycle of human embodiments to learn to develop all the aspects of the
human emotional  (executioner-victim-saviour), because you already know that  it  is  the
emotional which allows to put the creative Energy in movement.

Consequently, by virtue of  the rule of  cause with effect, the Soul of this predator, when it
begins its karmic process in 3rd density, is going to be brought to experiment the effects of its
own  predation  stemming  from  memories-programs  of  4th density.  That’s  we  call  the
transdimensional "karma".

The "native" Soul  of a  predator  of  4th density  is  thus  going to  begin its  cycle  of  human
embodiment  with  a  behaviour  of  predator  "STS"  and  will  have  to  learn  throughout  its
experiences of life and reincarnations, to aim towards a behaviour "STO".

When this Soul is embodied in a human cycle, it is going to begin generally at the bottom of
the  scale  by  generating  a  new  embryo  of  Soul.  In  the  esoteric  literature,  this  kind  of
embryonic Soul from the predation of 4th density, is collectively qualified as "organic portal,
entity without Soul or without humanity". (Humans who possess such an embryo of Soul are
still completely turned towards the "Service to Self - STS".)

These  embryos  of  Soul  of  reptilian origin  begin  then  their  experiments  in  3rd density  by
generating through their humanity extreme behaviour and will be satanic, criminal, perverts,
paedophile,  narcissistic,  torturer,  psychopaths,  megalomaniacs...  (However,  a  lot  of  these
individuals remain blocked at  this  level of consciousness and will  stop evolving. It  is for
example the case of certain incurable psychopath or organic portals.)

(To give you an idea of what represents an organic portal to this level of human
development, the movie "A Walk Among the Tombstones" (2014) illustrates very
well this kind of behaviour.)

By beginning a human program, they will often begin to be embodied in roles of
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hierarchical leaders, masters, magistrates, presidents, controllers, persons in charge (no matter
the domain in which they exercise), but they are going to be of very proud, selfish, arrogant...
They are beings divested of any compassion. Then in the course of human reincarnations,
they will begin to dilute their karma with this kind of role. It is for this reason, that it  is
possible to meet also people with high responsibilities (directors, leaders, magistrates) of a
pleasant character, tuned to their staff. It is people who will have begun their progress towards
a behaviour "STO".

Given that the human being inherited from the reptilian genetic heritage, he possesses
intrinsically a behaviour "STS", connected to the reptilian brain which always detains
programs inherited from the 4th density of predation. (see Dialogue n°29)

Gradually  during  its  evolution  through its  human extension,  this  Soul  "STS" is  going  to
accumulate human karma, by which he is going to be able to release himself little by little
from its transdimensional karma of predator. These memories-programs coming from the 4 th

density of predation, are then going to express themselves through the reptilian brain of Man
by the  resistance  of  the ego,  generating the  famous five  wounds of  the Soul  (rejection -
abandonment - humiliation - treason – injustice).

These are due to the fall of the Soul in the worlds of 3 rd density and lead in reply a behaviour
which  is  inevitably  "STS",  under  the  shape  of  the  need  for  recognition.  That  is  the
unconscious need to be recognized by our circle of acquaintances in our progress in "Service
to Others".

This kind of person is then going to try to turn to actions of small and large
scale.  During  several  embodiments,  they  will  generally  try  to  build  big
projects, with always in the background,  pecuniary interests or seizures of
power, often skilfully disguised as projects of humanitarian or community
interests. (See for example the movie “Arbitrage”).

Because  they  only  think  of  themselves,  the  well-being  of  others  does  not
matter  to  them.  They  are  unscrupulous,  manipulate  people  around  them

cheerfully and do not possess a consciousness developed enough, to behave otherwise yet,
that is "really humanely".

Some individuals with a strong "STS" motivation are going to put on also for example roles
of religious leaders, gurus, spiritual teachers in the unique purpose to keep serving the "STS"
corpus. They are Beings who, again, look for recognition among the people around them.
Moreover, some among these "STS" predators, even possess talents which are no other than
sorts of "magic powers" inherited from their "operator/controller" of 4th density. Their masked
arrogance  -  by  using  their  "magic  powers"  to  the  service  of  a  cause  -  authorize  them
sometimes  even  to  claim  themselves  to  be  benefactors  of  humankind.  (I  shall  specify  it
afterward.)

It is because these gurus or "STS" teachers are the ideal agents between the consortium of the
shadow and the New Age’s followers, that it is essential to underline the greedy and interested
motivations of some of these not very honourable gurus-therapists.
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However, the great majority of therapists, because they are quite simply still "novices on the
progress STO", let themselves being caught up by behaviours to the "Service to Self - STS"
by monetizing their therapies.

Not having yet finished disentangling their unconscious transdimensional karmic weft, and in
spite of their good intentions, they use their practice to answer their own need to be cured of
the fear of lacking, of the desire of gratitude, of the need for valuation, for seizure of power on
others, for the feeling of superiority, etc.... 
Simply because they are still not really connected to their new Higher Self "STO" of 5 th6th

density.

It is thus rather easy to recognize the therapists in the "Service to Self" and to differentiate
them from the therapists who are really walking towards the "Service to Others". Simply by
observing  the  way  this  person  is  remunerated.  (Do they  propose  a  fix  price,  or  do  they
propose tariff freedom to their customers at the risk of not being paid ?)

According to the awareness’s of his/her human host, the "STS" Soul on a progress "STO", is
going to be brought to play the victim's role. The individual will be confronted very painfully
with any sorts of problems in his relations (for example problems of rejection, conflict in the
couple, at work, as well as any sorts of conflicts with the "outside environment".).

Then, approaching the karmic outcome of embodiments of "Service to Self- STS", the person
will put on then the rescuer - redeemer's role through a vocation like that of fireman, doctor,
nurse and other medical bodies then finally of voluntary and free therapist. Even if by acting
that way he’s still  stays in the "Service to Self", his behaviour turns resolutely towards a
"Service to Others - STO".

It is only after having experimented and realised absolutely all one’s programs and behaviours
connected  to  the  transdimensional  karma,  that  the  Soul  can  reach  worlds  of  superior
consciousness.

The human embodiment really represents thus a transdimensional springboard for the
galactic entities,  called to evolve and to change plans of consciousness and therefore,
plan of density.
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Monde de 3ème densité – notre réalité : World of 3rd density – our reality
Cheminement de libération karmique transdimensionnel : Path of transdimensional karmic liberation
Inconscient – Conscient : Inconscious - Conscious
Conscience : Consciousness
Portails organiques : Organic Portals
Début cheminement SDS: Beginning of the STS path
Humanité dotée d’une âme SDS : Humanity doted of an STS soul
Humains en apprentissage SDA : Humans in apprenticeship STO
Début cheminement en SDA : Beginning of the STO path
Basculement de conscience en 6D : Tipping of the consciousness in 6D
Humains préparés à ascensionner physiquement : Humans prepared to physically ascension
Âmes de prédateurs de 4ème densité SDS qui s’incarnent dans un cursus humain : Souls of 4th density predators 
who begin a human cycle
Cheminement d’une âme SDS vers une conscience SDA : Path of an STS soul toward an STO consciousness

Question to the Angel :

For what reasons are people allowing themselves to be so easily manipulated by the lies
of the New Age consortium ? Would there be a relationship with the future orientation of
their Soul "STS" or "STO" after their physical transition or their death ?

Have you already noticed  that  human beings  only  very rarely  raise  the  question  of  what
happen after death and completely avoid speaking about it ? Even reincarnation remains for
the greater part a riddle. Then how do you want them to understand what really takes place
after death since in their lifetime, they were only rejecting their fears and neglecting their
karmic process ?

Having never learnt in their lifetime the existence of two possibilities of progress of Soul on
other  plans,  how do you want  that  the deceased,  when they find  themselves  in  the non-
physical plans of the astral, choose between the path of the "Service to Self- STS" or that of
the "Service to Others - STO" and have a chance to get out of the process of reincarnation ?
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After their death, human beings keep the same psyche, the same way of thinking, the same
beliefs as at the time of their death. So when during their embodiment in the "Service to Self-
STS", they didn’t make the effort to wonder how to release themselves from their beliefs and
karma to understand how to pass in a path in the "Service to Others - STO", they will then
continue to repeat perpetually their behaviour "STS" and will pursue their cycle of life
and death "STS" until they understand. They are encouraged in it by the predatory entities
of 4th density, who have an interest in the fact that the ignorant deceased returns in the matrix
to continue to feed on their energy.

The individuals  who during their  last  life  agreed to  study their  karma by observing their
everyday life, will have no more reason for falling ill or dying because they will be freed from
the influence of the "malefic" destructive forces of 4th density. Each of them will thus have the
possibility with in the long term to consciously leave their body or take it with them on other
dimensional  plans  during the change of terrestrial  polarity.  It  will  depend on the level  of
consciousness reached at this moment.

The one who will take his body will be propelled on the superior plans by a phenomenon of
depolarization  of  his  Soul  and  his  physicality.  According  to  his  Consciousness  and  the
intensity of his reliance with his Higher Self, he will find himself either in the 4 th density
"STS" or the 5th or 6th density "STO".
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This diagram is valid only seen through the limited vision of 3rddensity. However, when seen through the 6th 
density, all lower densities merge into one reality.
Possibilités d’évolution de l’âme humaine après la transition: Possibilities of evolution of the human Soul after 
the Ascension
Fenêtre d’ouverture temporelle: Window of temporal opening
Au moment du basculement: At the moment of the transition
Humanité ascensionée: ascensionned humankind
Adam possédant une conscience plus évoluée: Adam doted of a more evolved consciousness
Monde animal + Adam possédant une conscience primitive: Animal kingdom + Adam doted of a primitive 
consciousness
Monde Végétal Plant kingdom
Monde Minéral Mineral kingdom
Humanité soumise au processus karmique Humanity submitted to the karmic process
Humains véritables True Humans
Nouveaux Planificateurs New Planners
Monde SDA STO World
SDA monde des planificateurs World of the Planners STO
Humain galactique entièrement relié à son Soi Supérieur Galactic human entirely connected to his Higher Self
Planificateurs originels SDA naviguant entre la 5e et 6e densité (ils sont en contact avec les humains) Original 
Planners of Life STO navigating between the 5th and 6th density (they are in contact with humans)
Adams plus évolués issus de la matrice SDS et SDA Adams doted of a more evolved consciousness coming from
the matrix STS and STO
Adams New Age plus  évolués  issus  de la matrice SDS et  SDA  Adams New age doted of a  more evolved
consciousness coming from the matrix STS and STO
Prédateurs originels SDS (ils sont les dirigeants de la matrice 3D) Original predators STS (they are ruling the 3D
matrix)
Humanité happée par le New Age SDS Humanity caught in the STS New Age
Humanité piégée par la matrice SDS Humanity trapped in the STS matrix
Humanité sans âme Humanity without soul

There  has  always  been  human  beings  who,  having  carried  out  their  initiations  "STO",
managed to realize their own Ascension in a physical body. Obviously, those who returned in
this end of cycle and who could testify of it, would not be taken seriously.

Question to the Angel :

How can we differentiate the orientation "Service to Self - STS" from the "Service to
Others - STO" and how can it be transposed into human behaviour ?

First of all, know that Man, due to his embodiment in a physical world of duality, has
automatically  and  intrinsically  a  tendency  towards  "Service  to  Self".  It  cannot  be
otherwise because he is systematically a predator to forms of life situated in 1st, 2nd and
3rd density.

However,  the  process  of  embodiment  in  a  human  cycle  is  the  COMPULSORY
INITIATION  which  must  allow  a  Soul  "STS"  to  begin  its  progress  in  orientation
"STO".

Thus, it is important by acquainting yourselves with information which is delivered, not
to judge you and not to enter in reaction if you perceive yourselves in such or such
behaviour in your current life, because necessarily, it is going to be the case.
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The most important is to become aware of your attitude in the "Service to Self - STS",
then thanks to the tools which are offered to you through this information, to adapt your
behaviour to allow your Soul to arrive at a certain behavioural balance and to succeed in
undertaking a real progress in the "Service to Others - STO" who awaits you.

Let’s recall once again that the superior plans of 4th density include simultaneously predatory
and redeeming consciousnesses.  That  is  in  4th density  of  existence,  the predatory  lineage
"STS" and the planner "STO" altogether mix and are obliged to tolerate themselves. But wars
also take place in these superior densities.

However,  between both "STS" and "STO" polarities,  there is  a whole range of behaviour
which depend on the density and the dimension of existence in which the Soul experiments.
Namely, the percentage "STS / STO" differs from an entity to another, from a galactic race to
another, from a Being to another, from a human being to another ... And this, according to its
lineage of origin and the progress which the Soul has already achieved.

- You already know thus that the "STS" have a behaviour of predation on all forms of life,
whereas the "STO" are mainly "at the service" and respect the same forms of life.

- The entity "STS" of 4th density have the possibility of manipulating human beings exactly in
the same way as these one do it with pets and cattle.
They set up for that purpose an invisible prison, an electromagnetic wire which is no other
than the famous magnetic railing in the shape of a flower of life englobing the Earth and
which the deceived human beings identify with sacred geometry. (I shall speak about it a
bit more precisely in a next dialogue.)

-  The  entities  native  of  the  caste  of  the  "Service  to  Self  -  STS"  have  every  interest  in
maintaining their  human livestock under their  cup. To this  end, they use their capacity to
travel in "the timeless etheric" to penetrate the subconscious of an individual by manipulating
his perception of reality. (This subject will also be treated in depth in a next dialogue.)

-  The  entities  "STS"  of  4th density  possess  the  capacity  to  penetrate  into  group
consciousnesses to destabilize the psyche of the weakest and the most unstable individuals,
with the aim of destroying the cohesion of the group. It often happens in collectives of "work
of spiritual Awakening".
- (According to Anton Parks: For these aliens and their refractory small groups, the only way
to find energy is to divide the groups or celestial families as during a hunt; later, they hunt the
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weakest or distant elements from those groups. At least, the dissident brotherhoods go hunting
for these aliens. This method sends us back to that what we evoked at the beginning of your
interview : It demonstrates us that terrestrial religions have no other objective that to divide
the herd to dominate it better. When we keep in mind that the invisible can be as vicious and
as hypocrite as our 3D world, then the risks to be trapped decrease largely. That is why it is
important to work well in 3D, because the more we fall in terrestrial traps, the more we shall
have of chance to repeat the same pattern outside the terrestrial sphere.)
http://www.antonparks.com/main.php?page=inter_grandsmysteres

This hyperdimensional predators "STS" of 4th density know thus how to control easily their
human agents by telepathy without their, or the group’s knowledge. So that these "agents"
under influence of their operator / controller of 4th density, succeed generally in penetrating
into the psyche of other individuals, in order to influence them or even dominate them.

Sometimes, some hyperdimensional predators pass on a spiritual or intellectual knowledge
through the egotistical  channel  of a "puppet" who was skilfully  chosen.  They can invade
completely  the  consciousness  of  persons  present  during  a  meeting,  during  a  conference,
during a channelling and consequently, corrupt completely their capacities of discernment.

These  individuals  then  piloted  by a  consciousness  "STS",  enjoy a  total  contempt  for  the
sorrow  or  the  suffering  of  others.  They  possess  even  the  capacity  to  feign  an  altruistic
behaviour to push those who suffer to choose their company.

The entities "STS" of 4th density also know that to enslave a victim advantageously and in the
long term, they must get the consent of this one. That is, that through his free will, this person
accepts his subjection. 

Is it not for example the case for the gurus and their followers?
Contrary to the "STS", Beings in the "Service to Others - STO"
possess an ethics which absolutely forbids them to infer this kind
of manipulation in the human psyche.

Furthermore,  the human beings who reached the vibratory stage
"STO" are not targeted anymore by the predators of 4th density.
Simply because these do not support the vibratory frequency of an

individual completely invested by his Higher Self anymore.

The individuals walking towards a consciousness "STO" try simply then to develop and to
spread their knowledge by a "work" of spreading the information, by sincerely consenting to
give and to receive. They are naturally gifted with altruism and creativity. Their capacity of
empathy grants them the faculty to connect to the thoughts of others, to feel their feelings, to
understand their experiences and to share those experiences with them.
Therefore, individuals with a tendency "STO" know how to worry about the suffering which
feel others and it can in certain cases, cause them a great deal of grief, sadness and even guilt
when they notice their powerlessness to help them or comfort them.

- The "STS" does not respect the law of non-intervention, nor the free will of the individual.
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While the "STO" has a profound consciousness of it and respect these universal laws come
what may. It is exactly this state of mind of non-intervention that characterizes them, and
which forbids them, even if extreme cases appear, to act openly within humanity.

- The "STS" entity appears often openly at the contacted. They generally designate themselves
by first names or fictitious galactic origins to reassure and flatter the ego of the contacted
individual.

Whereas the "STO" always stays incognito to respect the emotional of the individual, his
integrity  and his  own spiritual  progress.  And if  they  are  brought  to  intervene to  pass  on
information  to  individuals  of  their  lineage,  they  always  communicate  their  teachings  by
psychic impregnation, through the Higher Self of the individual.

- The spirit "STS" tends to appropriate teaching or to practice the withholding of information
to manipulate real Knowledge for purposes of power and domination. 

While  the spirit  "STO" possesses  essential  values which he shares  without  limitation.  He
broadcasts all the information which he possesses and which is necessary for the acquisition
of Knowledge.

-  The  "STS"  predators  are  satisfied  and  fulfilled  by  their  own  Evolution.  They  concern
themselves only with their own survival and their own well-being. They are of proud nature,
selfish,  cupid and worry by no means about the well-being of others and, they can show
cruelty.

While  the  "STO" regroups any sorts  of  physical  and non-physical  Beings  devoted  to  the
Evolution of humanity, of any other forms of consciousness on Earth (the Mineral, Vegetal
and Animal Reigns) and on other planets, galactic systems, and this to the borders of the
Universe.

-  "STS"  Beings  contents  themselves  with  a  discipline  of  auto-contemplation  of  the  ego
(contemplation of the little "I"). They are proud of themselves, of their progress and because
they are not conscious of their false modesty and the game of their ego, they often make trade
of their "spiritual achievements".

Whereas the individual "STO" is simply conscious that his plan of evolution was proposed to
him by his superior Consciousness of 5th or 6th density. He does not boast about his progress
of  evolution  ;  however,  he  shares  it  gladly  with  humility.  He  benefits  naturally  from  a
coherence and has an instinctive consciousness of group which corresponds to the links which
he maintains with his family of Soul.
Here is a typical example of a channelled text by a follower of the New Age coming from an
entity "STS" :

"Love, it is the recognition of self to self, it is the  non-resistance, it is this strength of Life
which we welcome in full without wondering if it is good or not, just or false, because love is
the certainty to carry Life in oneself and to be responsible for its radiance and its expansion.
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Love it is a way of saying to yourself, come in me, open me to me and let all the steams and
intensities of pleasure invade me totally because it is especially which expresses Life, love, a
carrier  of  integrity  without  concessions,  because  it  is  free  and  granted  to  the  natural
information of our 5 senses.

Love it is a state  of one to self for the self, it is this energy which pushes us to surpassing
ourselves permanently because we know that since our arrival on the planet we were diverted
from the essential relationship with the self, that we put ourselves in the service of the others
by  persuading  ourselves  that  love  was  a  reality  outside  us,  while  love  is  the  simple
demonstration of Life in agreement with the 5 senses. Love, it is to admit the pleasure in
the  action  of  taking. Love,  it  is  the  non-choice,  it  is  the  agreement  with  the  essential
vibration which feeds our unique frequency.

Love is I love you, I love you, the “I" the vehicle carrier in relation, in exchange, in sharing
with "YOU" the consciousness, vector of trans-communication between the I and the SELF,
energy of the Immanence.

Love it is the act of the despair, a desert to be fertilized. I love loving the Love to love where
Love is Reality."
Did you perceived the state of mind of the "Service to Self- STS", the sense of his auto-
contemplation and the beliefs which are associated with it ? Did you notice the manipulation
of the spirit (in bold words) intended to engender confusion in the reader ?

Let’s continue to  analyse both concepts "STS /  STO", but this  time
more particularly on the human plan.

Some are satisfied with their comfortable mode " STS " because their
Soul is still not experimented enough to claim to change dimension of
consciousness. They thus have no reason for questioning themselves.
So be it!

While others are literally "knocked down" by their Soul, struggle ardently to go out of the
"STS" functioning and the consciousness limited by the matrix to be ready at the time of the
definitive Ascension of the Soul in 5th or 6th density.
Understand, please, that both extremes are presented here to establish the distinction
between the "STS" and "STO" behaviour. 
The objective is not to judge you, to make you feel guilty or to reject what is written but
to be informed and to be brought on to reflexion to be able to adjust your behaviour.

The deep nature of the human being is good, affectionate and generous. Most individuals
trapped in the matrix of the New Age are "STS" due to their humanity but are potentially
candidate "STO". They thus become targets of choice for the predators "STS".

Certain predatory Lords "STS" embodied under human shape, by using their psychic capacity,
their supernatural powers (coming from 4th density), their Machiavellian intelligence, their
talent as writers and orator… pass themselves off (by mimetism) as kind "STO". 
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These  mutant  human  being  "STS"  have  the  capacity  to  modify  artificially  their
vibrations to adopt a different frequency from that of the predation and start resonating
with that of a real human being. They thus go unnoticed for the real candidate individuals
"STO". Among these mutants, many people are these famous gurus who dazzle their religious
zealots by a falsified light, a falsified love in the only purpose "to shine". They divert their
followers of any possibility of karmic redemption.

These followers are thus for the most part candidates "STO". But as they are afraid of facing
their  karma and as  they  never  went  in  quest  of  Knowledge,  they  do not  possess  enough
discernment  to  identify  the  trap  in  which  they  fell.  Because  of  their  passivity  and  their
resignation, these candidates "STO" fall again inexorably into a behaviour "STS".

Thus a "STO" is never somebody’s devotee.  An individual "STO" can feel devotion only
for his own Higher Self ! (Not to confuse with the individual "STS" who he, is in the service
of  his  "small  self"  the  "I"  of  his  ego/imp.) Thus,  it’s  a  question  of  not  confusing the
"spiritual ego" with the connection to the Higher Self !

During big celebrations,  the individual "STS" always calls  on to entities of the shamanic
worlds. It’s  for example the case in religious or masonic ceremonies,  in witchcraft,  black
magic, New Age’s rites... that generally attract entities of the astral world or of the 4 th density
"STS".

Whereas a "STO" is conscious of the omnipresence of the Energy of the Source. He
knows that a rite whatever it is, systematically calls on to Forces of the astral or the 4 th

density.  The individual  "STO" having completely integrated his  Higher Self  became
autonomous. Thus, he does not need to appeal to other energies because he is aware that
any rite, protocol or ceremonial ... locks him inexorably into the artifices of the matrix of
the "Service to Self",  by means of  use or by means of  the creation of  "specialized"
egregores.

Contrary to the "STS", the individual "STO" learnt to connect to the Higher Self. They never
channel "Beings of light", of entities "X" or "Y" ... or other. Thus, the teachings which they
pass on correspond only to situation scenarios and to convictions inspired by their superior
Consciousness that they share through their everyday life.

An  individual  "STS",  as  an  individual  walking  in  "STO",  can  acquire  an  esoteric
knowledge by studying the  gnosis,  to  be  informed about  multidimensionality  and to
know quite a lot on the forms of existence in the cosmos. But on no account does an
esoteric knowledge raise his vibratory frequency. This one raises itself only through the
real Knowledge which was lived, integrated and metabolized through the emotional of
the individual.

It is difficult to explain the sense of good and evil to a human being
because in his psyche, bad things too often happen to good people.
When an individual possessing a mainly "STO" energy tries to do
good, he is automatically rebuffed, reprimanded, criticized by human
society  because  this  one,  which  is  "STS",  does  not  support  the
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vibration of an individual with a strong resonance "STO". (For example, Gandhi, N. Tesla, the
Dr Hammer and many others)

But  when  an  individual  "STS"  realizes  something  good,  he  is  immediately  supported,
adulated,  glorified,  applauded,  given an ovation by society,  the institutions...  and is  often
invited by foundations such as NGOs, the UNO, the UNESCO...

In  order  to  differentiate  an  individual  "STS"  of  an  individual  "STO",  it  is  important  to
consider  the plan of physical  and material  self-satisfaction.  Every human being,  from the
moment he is embodied in a world of 3rd density of duality, is automatically projected in a
mode of behaviour "STS".
Because he is dependent on the physical plan through his egotistical functioning, this plan of
3rd density  is  thus  supposed  to  get  him  a  certain  form  of  satisfaction.  It  exists  then
mechanically  -  if  I  may  say,  a  disproportion  between  the  physical  world  with  which  he
becomes identified - because of the ego-, and the etherical worlds with which are connected
his Higher Self and the multiple dimensions of his Being.

Due to  his  nature,  the  human being completely cut  off  the etherical  world is  perpetually
dependent on physical pleasure and his material needs of 3rd density. He is thus fundamentally
in front of the dilemma engendered by both polarities of duality, the good and evil.

Is it good or bad to give oneself pleasure ? Is it good or bad to look at anything beautiful ? Is
it  good or bad to steal an apple on display when we starve ? Is it good or bad to notice
ugliness or to contemplate beauty ? Is it good or bad to listen to techno ? Is it good or bad to
resort to euthanasia ? Is it good or bad to speak about the shadow or the light, about Angels
and demons ?... The world of 3rd density abounds with dilemma of all kinds.

The environment of the human being was conceived by the Source and the contexts of his life
by his Higher Self. He is supposed "to rise spiritually" in his environment by solving his
dilemma and by being conscious that these are offered to him by the Source to experiment
Life through his free will.
Then how the human being fundamentally "STS", due to the constitution of his reptilian
ego and his continual questioning on good and evil, can become candidate in a World
"STO" ?

The answer is simple! By using the free will and his human intelligence so that at any time, he
can learn again to respect the environment which offers him the Consciousness of his Creator.
The individual is thus called to become aware of his instinctive control mechanisms which
hide  themselves  behind  any  shape  of  physical  self-satisfaction  and  which  are  inevitably
generative of a karmic process.

For that purpose, it is essential to understand the emotional mechanism which on the quantum
plan generates the circulation of Energy. And as for any mechanism, there is a key to start it
up or to stop it.

"The desire to possess" represent this famous key !
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- The individual "STS" possesses ! He possesses and amasses all  that he can acquire.  He
possesses his lands, his money, his house, his properties, his cars, his animals, his cattle, his
spouse, his titles, his work, etc. "This belongs to me, I am the owner of, I am the master of it,
it belongs to me !"

- When he walks among flowers, he cannot resist the desire to pick them, to appropriate them
to realize a big bouquet to decorate his house.
- The human being "STS" is permanently confronted with the need to value himself through
competitions, rivalries, through exploits, to be adulated, pleased, to shine, to be recognized
(for example: Sporting events, in politics, in the entertainment industry, at work). He often
feels the need to be recognized by the family, his peers, society. He will accumulate then
diplomas, prices, trophies, titles, ranks, medals...

- The individual "STS" often tends to take his desires for realities, he will thus do everything
in his power - through the ego - so that his desires materialize themselves.

- In his functioning "STS", donating does not exist and as he is incapable to trust his Higher
Self,  he  works  hard,  counts  his  money,  saves  it,  makes  reserves,  forecasts,  takes  out  an
insurance policy, make savings. Often even he tries to appropriate the property of others. That
is why he steals, lies, cheats, watches, ears, spies, then deceive, swindle and becomes jealous,
possessive envious, proud...

And  if  by  misfortune,  he  sees  himself  obligated  to  donate,  the  individual  "STS"  will
automatically look for a compensation in return. I give you this, what do you give me in
return ? I give you a treatment, you owe me money or what do you give me in exchange ? He
is going to ask thus systematically for a financial compensation in the form of advertisement,
of remuneration or sometimes even of an exchange of affective order.

He is incapable to give, to make a real gift without expecting in return because he ignores or
forgot the functioning of Energy within the quantum Universe. He also ignores that the flow
of universal Energy is omnipresent Abundance because it results from the "prodigality of the
Source".

The  real  Abundance  and  the  real  Wealth  never  result  from  an  intermediary  or  from an
unidirectional way (as for example money which circulates from a person to the other). This
"free Energy" because omnipresent, when it is not controlled, managed, nor stored (by the
ego’s fear of lacking) becomes then a real source of abundance. (The abundance of money can
sometimes even arrive by inconceivable ways for the human mind.)

The individual "STS" is thus involved in a permanent way in a karmic process with his
environment because he is conditioned to manage and to control the flow of energy to
answer its egotistical needs for physical self-satisfaction.

It  is  brought  then  ceaselessly  to  violate  the  free  will  of  his  brethren.  (For  example,  by
proposing help to somebody who did not ask for it. Without being aware of it, this individual
is going to generate an energy of intrusion which is no other than a shape of unconscious
energetic predation.)
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Conversely, the individual who realizes himself in the orientation "STO" :

He can enjoy Life without feeling the need to possess. He is satisfied with what Life offers
him ! He feels no need to be an owner, to possess, to amass, to conquer. He does not need to
acquire lands, to make reserve of money, to collect cars, to park animals, to get married to
possess a wife or a husband. Few things belong to him. He does not feel the need to become
master of something, to dominate or to possess others. (It does not mean at all that he goes
without anything, but he stopped becoming identified with things by assigning them any value
by egotistical resonance.)

When he walks among flowers,  the individual  "STO" will  be content with smelling their
perfume, with taking time to admire them. He will not make a big bouquet to decorate his
interior.

The  human  being  "STO"  does  not  need  to  be  valued.  He is  not  interested  either  in  the
competitions, or in the exploits of others either. He feels no need to be recognized, honoured,
rewarded ... He feels no necessity of being gratified with titles, diplomas, prices, trophies ...

For an individual "STO", the gift is voluntary. He does not need to count his money because
the necessities are always given to him. He does not make reserves, never stores in case, does
not need "projects for his future", nor to contract multiple insurances and savings to reassure
himself. He never tries to appropriate the good of others. He does not need to steal, to lie, to
cheat, to watch, to eavesdrop, to spy, to deceive, to swindle ... Thus, he has no reason for
becoming jealous, possessive, envious, proud.

If he is brought to donate, he never looks for compensation in return. He contents itself of : "I
give you this, put it in good use !"

If he gives a favour, he never asks for compensation, either in money, or return of favour, nor
exchange.  The  individual  in  orientation  "STO",  if  he  still  practices  as  a  therapist,  learnt
to give without expectation in return by realizing a real self-giving, but only to the one who
asks for it, because he possesses the necessary discernment to avoid any intervention in the
karmic process of others and it, without violating his free will. (This kind of therapists really
exists but they are never well established and if you need it, you will naturally be guided to
meet them.)

A therapist of motivation "STO" when he will be completely realized in the "Service to
Others", will finally stop being a therapist and will not present himself as such anymore.
He will have realized that to cure the World of the suffering in which he evolves, he will
content himself with curing the multiple facets of his own human and transdimensional
karma.

He will have perfectly integrated that all that he sees, hears and perceives is the projection of
his own beliefs and will have admitted that these materialize because of memories / programs
(coded in the  DNA) which  he projects  himself  in  his  World.  Consequently,  he will  have
accepted that to cure people who live in his World, he will just have to cure his own wounds,
his own projections and improve on his own beliefs.
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By bringing  back  to  him the  pain  of  the  world,  by  integrating  it,  crying  it,  feeling  it  -
sometimes metabolizing it to our guts-, he will have accepted that by transmuting this pain
through his own emotional, he will allow the Soul of others to be cured of the suffering,
which his host is not capable of seeing or of feeling.

It  is  only  in  this  way  that  a  real  accomplished  therapist,  an  authentic  shaman,  an
ascensionned master "STO" operates !

And it  is  only  in  this  way  that  an accomplished  "STO" participates  in  the  cure  of
humanity !

Now, do you know why such an individual
 "STO" is capable of such a state of mind of destitution ?

Because he acquired Wisdom through Knowledge by understanding that all his desires
are only imaginary beliefs shown by his ego. However, because he learnt in the course of
his embodiments to trust his Higher Self, he knows that from now on this one will fill his
needs without failing, no matter the circumstances, and this always within the limits of
balance, for his greater good.
The  individual  "STO"  remembers  and  understood  the  functioning  of  Energy  within  the
quantum Universe.  He knows that  the  flow of  universal  Energy is  not  unidirectional  but
omnipresent ! And therefore, he feels neither the need, nor asks to be indemnified by the one
to whom he proposed the donation.

He  possesses  the  knowledge  of  the  real  Law  of  Attraction  and  experiments  freedom,
abundance,  joy and Real Love daily,  which are given to him by the omnipresence of the
Universal Energy.

The  individual  "STO"  totally  trusts  the  guidance  of  his  Higher  Self.  He  acquired
WISDOM and real discernment. Because for long time ago, he left in search of the Grail
- the original Knowledge - which from now on offers him Universal Abundance.

Humanity is what it is. Progress is progress. If the human being, in all honesty, could be
what he already is, due to his essence and to exist without violating the free will of others
in this 3rd density, he could really turn and find his true nature which is to be in the
"Service to Others - STO". 
But as he is "STS" because of the dimension of consciousness which he builds himself up
through his beliefs and his fears, he cannot become totally "STO" here in this world of 3rd

density.
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Consistently and gradually during his program of embodiment, the human being should
learn  to  get  rid  of  his  predatory  programs  "STS"  to  lead  his  Soul  towards  the
experiment " STO".

So,  before  being  able  to  claim to  make a  success  of  his  Ascension on plans  of  superior
consciousness, every individual must be freed from the last relics of his karma and understand
how to avoid generating more of it. (By being careful not to intervene in the life of others.)

In his present life, the karmic relics are represented by what he can perceive of his behaviour
"STS". It is the reason why in his last embodiment of the end of cycle, every individual is
strongly invited to stretch out at the most towards a behaviour in the "Service to Others
- STO". As Yeshua said, the kingdom of the True Man, that is "STO", is not of this world ! It
belongs to the humans of 5/6th density of consciousness.

Then to release oneself from any karmic process and at the same time get out of the
human behaviour "STS", there is only a single solution :

TRUST COMPLETELY IN THE GUIDANCE OF YOUR HIGHER SELF

... not to yield to the temptation to want absolutely to possess everything, to control, to
master, to verify anymore, led by your uncountable fears and by becoming aware of the
incalculable patterns of guilt which imprison you into the matrix of 3rd density.

The human being who is really freed from his karmic process should reach at least the balance
between both behaviour "STS" and "STO" to claim to become full candidate "STO" and in
order that his Soul can experience it in 5th and 6th unified densities.

It is thus a question of not burning out the stages by believing and by pretending that the
ascent will allow human beings to be like brothers united in love, enjoyment, peace…
Because those who claim it are not achieved as true human beings yet.

The true human being is the one who is completely awakened in his Being, his creator of
6th density.

That's why a small part of the human Souls will ascension (to return towards their original
source) and why the major part will choose not to do it.

To conclude, it is important to repeat that the entities "STS" and "STO" contributes to the
balance of the forces in the worlds of matter of 3rd density. It should be so.

However,  like  at  every  end  of  cycle,  the  forces  "STS" in  your  galaxy managed  to  keep
multiple worlds of duality such as the Earth, in an operating cycle in the "Service to Self".

To rebalance again these worlds of duality of 3rd density, every Being who lives in them is
brought to make a choice for its evolution in a new cycle which will be :
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- That to stay in a comfortable progress "STS" and become an ascensionned entity in 4 th

density of consciousness, predatory in turn of the 3rd human density.

Or

- To choose the most difficult path, that of the total karmic liberation to ascension in 6th

density of consciousness, that is in 5th physical density to join the great family of the
planners Kadistu or the galactic peoples of the Free Worlds.

"Service to Self- STS" predatory
 or

"Service to Others - STO" planner ?

It’s a choice we must make, now !

Passed on by Sand and Jenaël 
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